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Choose A Safe
Location



Choose A Safe
Location

Select an appropriate area for your fire. It
should be away from flammable
materials, in a fire pit or designated fire
area if possible.

CHECK YOUR
SURROUNDINGS
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Gather Necessary
Supplies

Firewood: Collect dry, seasoned wood of various
sizes (small twigs, larger branches, and logs).
Tinder: Gather easily flammable materials like dry
leaves, newspaper, or dry grass to start the fire.
Kindling: Small sticks or wood pieces to help
ignite the larger logs.
Fire starters

SUPPLIES NEEDED
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Prepare the Fire Pit

Clear the area from any debris or flammable
materials.
Build a ring using stones or a metal fire ring to
contain the fire.  Or use a Solo Stove.

PREPERATION
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Create A Fire Lay

Place the tinder in the center of the pit.
Surround it with a teepee or crisscross pattern of
kindling.
Or lay fire starters - paper - then small
sticks(twigs) - small blocks wood - a couple larger
pieces

FIRE LAY
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Light The Fire

Use matches or a lighter to ignite the tinder. Hold
the flame to the base of the tinder until it catches
fire.

IGNITION
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Feed the Fire
Gradually

Once the tinder catches fire, add small sticks or
kindling to build the flames.
Gradually add larger pieces of wood as the fire
grows stronger.

FEEDING
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Maintain the Fire

Keep an eye on the fire and add wood as needed
to maintain the desired size and heat.
Don’t overload fire

MAINTANENCE
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Extinguish the Fire
Safely

When you're done, let the fire burn down to ash.
Pour water over the fire or sand and stir the
ashes to ensure everything is fully extinguished.
Feel the ashes and surrounding area to ensure no
residual heat remains.
If using Solo Stove just let fire go out naturally if
possible.

EXTINGUISHING
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Final Note

Remember, fire safety is crucial. Always have a
water source nearby to extinguish the fire if
needed. Never leave a fire unattended, and be
aware of any fire regulations or restrictions in
your area.

FIRE SAFETY IS IMPORTANT
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